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As an interdisciplinary artist, my work invites a conversation about erased histories and 
the ways in which these histories are preserved and reproduced. Working specifically with 
histories within the African diaspora, I explore how these ​histories survive through social codes, 
language, fashion, music, dance and art. ​I explore themes of spirituality, sisterhood, motherhood, 
bonding rituals and transformation, to conceptualize safe spaces. I use the term ‘safe space’ to 
refer to an environment where marginalized communities feel free and comfortable being 
themselves. Safe spaces are a necessary strategy for passing on intergenerational imagery and 
narratives for a people whose histories are consistently erased, misrepresented and 
misinterpreted. I am concerned with the preservation of histories specifically within the 
production of cultural hegemony, where these histories are both subjugated and co-opted by 
white supremacy. My work is structured through personal experience, historical research, and 
oral traditions, with a focus on black female subjectivity.  
To The Peaches ​is an installation dedicated to acts of care that black women partake in 
that create a safe space and community​.​ In this work I use various mediums, to explore the 
traditions, rituals and identity derived from centuries of African Culture and the ways in which 
colonial violence continues to affect black culture today. Within this installation hair braiding 
and loom weaving are interwoven as an act of passing down “craft” traditions in particular for 
women of color. This work additionally focuses on how history is passed down through song, 
dance, and oratorical narrative as a form of cultural survival. The titles of my work experiment 
with the idea of “code switching,” in which the title ​may be read differently ​depending on who 





Fig. 1.  ​To The Peaches​, 2019. Installation mixed media; includes ink drawings, photographs, chair 
table, lamp, sound, HD video projection, metal pots with water and braided woven tapestry; 
Dimensions variable  
 
 
To The Peaches ​contains pen drawings on paper, a braided woven tapestry, and family 
photos of my mother, sister, and I scattered across black wall paper patterned with white combs. 
The comb in this design is a specific comb known as a staple in black homes for women. It is a 
three way comb, versative in size to cater specifically to textured hair. I wanted to point out the 
beauty of a the shape of these combs, that resembles an African wood carved comb. The 
structure of ​To The Peaches​ is reminiscent of my grandparents home, growing up in the 
Boulevard Houses in East New York, Brooklyn—this is the place, where I felt most safe and 
protected as a child. The installation mimics a living room, not only to echo my grandparents 
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home, but also because it is a typical space where hair braiding and grooming occur. The title is 
derived from Nina Simone’s ​Four Women​ with a focus on the fourth woman, Peaches. The 
fourth character, Peaches, in Nina’s song also inspired my poem ​Fallen Peaches, ​which was 
presented both as an audio piece within the installation and recited as a spoken word piece within 
the performance, ​If Brown Baby Could Talk To Peaches​. 
 
 
Fig. 2. ​Which one of em’ hit you? ( Four Little Ladies), ​2018​. ​Pen on Paper, 22”x 30” 
 
Which one of ‘em hit you? ​is apart of a series of drawings titled ​Bloodline​. This series of 
black pen on paper drawings, focuses on patterns used in hair braiding. They are representation 
of a tradition passed down for centuries from Africa to African American people today. The 
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drawings are scattered across the wall to signify the importance of family portraiture within 
homes and the historical importance of having your photo taken. 
 
Fig. 3. Detail shot of Installation ​To The Peaches​, 2019 
 
 Historically having your portrait taken meant that you were apart of a certain class and 
was a way to be remembered. Throughout history people with money and social prominence 
paid artists to create portraits of them depicted in a grandiose light. Portraiture plays a prominent 
role in the erasure of black history within American history because black bodies were seen as 
less than, due to slavery and segregation. If your photo wasn’t made, then in what ways will you 
be remembered? Oral traditions become one of the ways, hence their strong role in black culture. 
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The way one is depicted in portraiture shapes your identity. For example, if a photo is a way you 
will be remembered, photographing a slave is degrading to the individual. That imagery crosses 
into the psyche of the next generation. Writer, Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, states, “Show a 
people as one thing, as only one thing, and that is what they become”.  This is the reason people 1
dress up for photos and paintings to be remembered as someone with dignity and class.  
 
Fig. 4, Barkley L. Hendricks, ​Steve​, 1976. Acrylic and oil on linen, 72 x 48 in.,  






Take the painter Barkley L. Hendricks as an example with his ability to make black 
subjects look cool and full of swag. Hendricks showed  black people with class and pose; he was 
inspired by musicians he saw at the time like Nina Simone.  ​Hendricks was able to pair that 2
inspiration with the historical context of portraiture in art history. This is the reason why family 
portraits are so important in my grandparents house, and within this installation. Portraiture 
within homes represents the individual at their best, even if that narrative is different in reality or 








Fig. 5. ​I’ll always place treasure in your hair, ​2018, Pen on Paper, 14”x 18” 
 
Bloodline​ speaks specifically to that importance of portraiture. I detached the faces and 
focus on the hair as signifiers of identification, playing with the positioning of the head. Hair is 
very important to black women and black people because it has often been one of the ways in 
which our bodies are policed, as well as being one of the physicalities that make black and brown 
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people unique. The crown of the heads are centered like most portraiture to reference the 
iconographic importance of the subject. These works also play with the idea of what might be 
seen as a portrait. Typical portraiture focuses on the face, but in the ​Bloodline​ series the back of 
the head and side profiles are featured, focusing the viewer on the braid patterns as a form of 
identity. 
The idea of a safe space is not only a physical space, but how black women through 
shared experiences continue to necessarily hold one another up. It is an environment, person 
and/or action that allows one to be in relation to others without feeling judged or navigating 
social toxicity that is prevalent in most public spaces. In such spaces, I can trust that I am 
protected spiritually, emotionally, and physically. I can be intimate with others. It is a kind home 
for marginalized groups, such as black women, who experience misogamy, sexism, 
microaggressions, and racism often on a daily basis.   Hair salons, barbershops, living rooms, and 
kitchens, are some of the spaces that transmit safety, respite from the outside world, and the 
space to focus on self-care.  
For the textured hair of black women, acts of grooming are often laborious processes. 
Through the length of time these processes take, you begin to share your experiences, place trust 
in one another and allow a physical closeness often not expressed to counterparts outside of a 
safe space. The mother, sister, friend, beautician and barber become caretakers of your hair and 
emotional well-being. Your hair becomes a vessel of energy, positive or negative, for what has 
transpired between one another and  whatever space the act of hair grooming occurs in, thereby 








My mother was always careful about who touched my hair. Rarely, was there a time 
when someone other than my mother would style it. What if this person had bad energy? Take 
Rastafarians for example. Rastas believe that your hair is your strength and to cut it means to cut 
your power. This is like the story of Samson in the old testament of the Bible.  When his hair 3
was cut, he lost all his power. The Native Americans also believe that hair is an energy source.  4




Scientifically proven, hair is also an extension of the nervous system. According to C.Young, “ it 
can be correctly seen as exteriorized nerves, a type of highly evolved ‘feelers’ or ‘antennae’ that 
transmit vast amounts of important information to the brain stem, the limbic system, and the 
neocortex.”  I​n African spirituality hair is a way to communicate to the Divine being. According 5
to Mohamed Mbodj, an associate professor of history at Columbia University and a native of 
Dakar, Senegal, “hair is the most elevated point of your body, which means it is the closest to the 
divine.”  During the slave trade in the early 15​th​ century hair braiding was used to transport 6
agricultural needs such as okra and rice as slaves were brought to the New World.  Throughout 7
slavery, hair braiding was a form of communication, the pattern and design were used to deliver 
codes and messages.  These historical factors all contribute to the beautician and barber having 8
such a prominent role in the black community. 
 Often hair is braided in the vicinity of someone’s “home”, like the living room. You sit 
on a stack of pillows for hours between someone’s legs. You feel their breath on your back, the 
warmth from their legs, you smell them. There’s a closeness that happens physically between 
these two people. Through my work I want to explore this kind of intimacy between black 
people. What is the connection between me and another black person in any space, and in what 
spaces are we most comfortable? 
In a conversation with Greg Tate, Arthur Jafa speaks on black expressivity. He 
emphasizes the use of transferable skills and quotes the artist Nam June Paik stating, “a culture 
5https://educateinspirechange.org/alternative-news/hair-is-an-extension-of-the-nervous-system-why-native-american
-indians-keep-their-hair-long/ 






that survives in the future is a culture you can carry around in your nervous system, in your head 
to be exact”.  He goes on to say Black people carry culture through expressive modalities that are 9
translated through your nervous system such as song, dance (rhythm), and oratorical forms. He 
goes on to state, “you can’t carry a sculpture on a slave ship”.  When it comes to black sociality 
there is a communality of coding in order to exist because you are constantly aware of the 
temporality of your presence within most public spaces. It is the common head nod in a room 
when one black person sees another black person, or someones ‘swag surf’ (a dance) ripples 
across the room from body to body. Through these energetic transactions, to see a likeness of 
yourself in another person is important especially when your being, worth and power are 
constantly stripped, isolated, and robbed by the dominant culture, specifically white culture. 
Acknowledging another with shared experiences means you’re not alone and allows black people 
the freedom not to “code-switch” or assimilate. 
To The Peaches​ is a response to cultural appropriation of black women, emphasizing and 
acknowledging black women as originators of culture, through fashion, music, dance, language, 
and gesture. African Americans have are originators and influential contributors to American 
culture. The constant policing of black bodies forces black people to assimilate as well as 
function through the use of coded language, esthetics and gesture as a form of cultural survival. 
This raises the question, how do black people and in particular, black women, assimilate in 
spaces, while their esthetics and culture are consistently appropriated. Some examples of 
conscious and unconscious appropriators are Bo Derek and The Kardashian/Jenner Family, Katy 





Cultural appropriation is a form of colonization. For this reason, I use the term 
“recontextualization” to point to my use of materials gleaned from other sources within black 
culture and as a political gesture.  
Appropriation is defined as the unlawful taking or withholding of something from the 
rightful owner under a guise of authority.  Kim Kardashian is one example of a compulsive 10
appropriator of black women. Even as she has been confronted over and over, she continues to 
wear black hair styles claiming them as her own. The media contributes by deeming these 
hairstyles new trends, and renaming them when in fact they are hundreds of years old. They have 
been renamed “boxer braids,” “unicorn braids” and much more. The original names of these 
styles are cornrows, Fulani braids, box braids and derive from various tribes in Africa. When 
Kim was forced to address the criticism, Kim gave credit to Bo Derek. Bo Derek then stated, 
“Hey! It’s just a hairstyle that I wore in the movie '10'. Kim Kardashian calls it the “Bo Derek” 
because she copied my pattern of braids, I copied it from Ann-Margret’s backup singer from her 
Vegas Show. And we all copied Queen Nofretari. I hope Her Royal Highness is flattered."  The 11
casualness in the response of “it’s just a hairstyle”, is triggering because it’s not just a hairstyle 
for black women, it’s history, identity and culture.​ ​Audre Lorde states​, “​Caring for myself is not 
self-indulgence, it is self-preservation, and that is an act of political warfare’. Hair has been a 






Fig. 7. Jacques Guillaume Lucien Amans, ​Creole in a Red Headdress​, ca. 1840, Oil on Canvas, 
New Orleans, Louisiana 
 
 
In Louisiana 1786, Tignon (Tiyon) Laws were put into place. Tignons (tiyon) are 
headdresses that Black women were forced to wear to conceal their hair in order to keep them 
from attracting White, Spanish, and French men. However, black women used beautiful fabrics 
to wrap as headdresses and are still used today as a way to protect textured hair.  12





Fig. 8.  A Free Huey Newton Rally in 1968 with five of the six women identifiable—Delores Henderson, 
Joyce Lee, Mary Ann Carlton, Joyce Means and Paula Hill, Photo Courtesy of the Smithsonian  
 
Black women, so often change their appearance to “fit in” because they are deemed 
unprofessional, “ghetto”, and seen as untamed in their everyday lives. Additionally there is no 
regard to the damage and long term illness that chemical straightening does to the hair and body. 
In the 60s and 70s, during the Black Power movement, Black people wore their hair in its natural 
texture as an afro to exemplify resistance to straightening their hair that fit into European 
standards. Some of these people were members of the Black Panther Party. They were aware of 
the need to protect black people by any means necessary. This meant dressing in all black as a 
uniform, arming themselves, building communal spaces and schools to teach black history and 










Fig. 9.  Cicely Tyson, Jet Magazine Cover, 1973  
 
During the same period, Cicely Tyson and Nina Simone payed strong homage to African 
ancestors by wearing traditional African braided updos that demonstrated styles from different 
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countries within Africa. They placed great emphasis on origin and also highlighted these 
hairstyles as forms of rooting back to one’s true self as Africans in America. 
 In February 2019, New York Times released an article that states, “The New York City's 
human rights commission specifically asserts the right of people to have “natural hair, treated or 
untreated hairstyles such as locs, cornrows, twists, braids, Bantu knots, fades, Afros, and/or the 
right to keep hair in an uncut or untrimmed state.”  ​There has been no previous law such as this 14
in New York City or previous legal action in federal court for the protection of hair. The article 
also states, “The guidelines, obtained by The New York Times before their public release, are 
based on the argument that hair is inherent to one’s race (and can be closely associated with 
“racial, ethnic, or cultural identities”) and is therefore protected under the city’s human rights 
laws, which outlaw discrimination on the basis of race, gender, national origin, religion and other 
protected classes.” 





Fig. 10. Still of ​A Round of Applause​, 2019, Single channel HD video projection, sound, metal pots, 
water; 5 min 55 sec 
  
A Round of Applause​ is a video projected within the installation ​To The Peaches, 
constructed of recontextualized imagery from movies, tv shows and pictures of ​the marginalized 
characterization of black women, edited together with footage of Nina Simone performing ​Four 
Women​ live in Holland, 1965. The video is projected onto the floor where pots of water are 
scattered. Inside each pot are smaller versions of the larger projection. The pots of water 
illustrate the process of boiling water in order to set finished extension braids. Imagery of 
“ghetto” black women is recontextualized within the video as a way to reclaim negative 
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stereotypes about black women. I specifically chose images of movies and tv shows that I grew 
up watching and edited it with imagery of friends and family. The women represented in the 
video exhibit a need to protect, derived from the pain and struggle of existing in an oppressive 
society, yet expressing the desire to be care free. 
 
Fig. 11. Video still from ​A Round of Applause,​ 2019. Image of ​Regina King in ​Boyz in the Hood, ​1991, by 
from ​John Singleton, courtesy of Columbia PIctures 
 
With the use of poetic, metaphorical wordplays, and alliteration I constructed a written 
piece titled, ​Fallen​ ​Peaches​. ​Fallen Peaches ​derives from the mannerisms of the fourth and 
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climatic woman, ‘Peaches’​.​ ​The poem was recorded and can be heard via headphones, playing 
from the table as the viewer is seated in a cushioned chair. Each woman of ​Four Women 
equivalents to a different typified black woman. 
 
 
Fig. 12. ​Fallen Peaches​, 2018, Detail Installation shot; Chair, Table, Lamp, Photo of De’Andra 
and Tamesha, Headphones, Sound; 2 min 3 sec 
 
The following excerpt from ​Fallen Peaches, ​speaks to the appropriator, to reclaim the 
culture of black women and to state that the appropriator does not go through the struggles Black 
Women have gone and are going through;  
 ‘So the next time you roll yo neck extra hard, 
eyes to the back of yo head as your lids flutter, 
poppin’ of gum with a chew to one side of the mouth weighing down yo cheek. 
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 The next time you sit in a nail salon for hours with bright colors 
and gems placed an inch from your nail beds, 
the next time you wave ya finger back and forth 
as the speed of yo tongue chases the saliva down yo mouth 
and your voice hits the ceiling to the flo’... 





Fig. 13. ​If Brown Baby Could Talk To Peaches, ​2019, Performance 
 
This poem is also recited live within, ​If Brown Baby Could Talk To Peaches, ​a performance 
staged inside the installation. I use performance as a way to physically claim space and assert 
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existence in spaces historically known to deny the culture of black and brown bodies. This 
performance, ​If Brown Baby Could Talk To Peaches,​ uses voice, oratorical narrative, rhythm, 
and body to create sister circles and communicate through shared energy. This refers back to 
Arthur Jafa’s statement that culture lasts through the nervous system. With my upbringing being 
deeply rooted in the church and as a musician (singer and drummer), I think of the ways that 
instrumentation, song, and dance impact black artists and black people to create visual 
experiences as forms of resistance and making known their presence. Drumming requires 
rhythmic patterns activated through muscle memory. During the activation of ​To The Peaches​, at 
the end of the performance I recite ​Fallen Peaches. ​As I recite, the other performers pair off in 
twos and began to play a hand clapping game, ​Slide​, also known as ​Numbers​. The repetition of 
the hand clapping creates patterning of sound along with the movement of my poetic phrases, 
similar to the rhythmic phrases of a drummer in a jazz composition. ​Slide (Numbers)​, specifically 
accumulates in number through rhythmic patterning, going from one to two and so on. This 
accumulation exemplifies repetition as a way to assess memory and cognisance—requiring the 





Fig. 14. Detail of ​These Hands Work​, 2019, Kanekalon Hair, 4’ x 8’ 
 
I think of patterning in relation to african textile, southern African American quilting, and 
hair braiding.​ Centered within the installation hangs a braided and woven tapestry that represents 
the laborious hand crafted work of hair braiders and textile artist (specifically loom weaving). I 
use braiding techniques to create tapestries on a loom with Kanekalon hair, a synthetic hair 
typically used for extension braiding. Individual plaits are created, then crocheted and weaved 
together, playing with movement and overlapping. My connection to hair braiding derives from 
my love of Allen Iverson. Growing up, all the boys in my neighborhood wanted Iverson braids. I 
would hustle, charging $15 to $25, depending on the braid pattern, and practice designs on their 
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heads. It was my way of making money in order to supply food and clothes when my mom 
couldn’t afford it. I use these same braid patterns to construct the tapestry, ​These Hands Work.  
During my time at Hunter I’ve been fully aware of my blackness. I’ll take this experience 
with me in every institution I walk into, acknowledging the power structures and the institutions 
on which this country is built. My work is primarily for  black women, my grandmother, my 
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To The Peaches​, 2019. Installation mixed media; includes ink drawings, photographs, chair table, 

































Fallen Peaches​, 2018, Detailed Installation shot; Chair, Table, Lamp, Photo of De’Andra and 







































Still of ​A Round of Applause​, 2019, Single channel HD video projection, sound, metal pots,  






If Brown Baby Could Talk To Peaches, ​2019, Performance: activated ​To The Peaches ​Installation 
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